








































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

WEDNESDAY 26 JUNE 2002

Members present:

Mr Edward Leigh, in the Chair

Mr Richard Bacon Ruth Kelly
Mr Ian Davidson Mr George Osborne
Geraint Davies Mr David Rendel
Mr George Howarth Mr Gerry Steinberg
Mr Brian Jenkins Jon Trickett
Mr Nigel Jones Mr Alan Williams

Sir John Bourn KCB, Comptroller and Auditor General and Mr Jeremy Colman, Assistant Auditor
General, National Audit OYce, further examined.

Mr Brian Glicksman, Treasury OYcer of Accounts, HM Treasury, further examined

REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL:
Ministry of Defence: Redevelopment of MOD Main Building (HC 748)

Examination of witnesses

Sir Kevin Tebbit KCB, CMG, Permanent Under-Secretary of State and Mr Jonathan Hoyle, Director,
Main Building Redevelopment, Ministry of Defence, Mr Matthew Webber, Chairman and Mr Les

Mitchell, Managing Director, Modus Services plc, examined.

actually quite important these days. As you know,Chairman
many of our problems across Government now are

1. Order, order, Welcome to the Committee of the result of disinvestment in infrastructure and
Public Accounts. Today we are looking at the across the whole of the public estate we have clapped
redevelopment of MOD Main Building. We are out systemswhich now require huge investment. This
delighted to welcome Sir Kevin Tebbit who is the sort of thing sustains a constant level of investment
Permanent Under-Secretary of State at the Ministry throughout the project life. Finally, by putting the
of Defence. We also welcome Mr Matthew Webber design, the build, the maintenance and the operation
who is Chairman ofModus Services Limited.Do you of the project under one contractor, we ensure that he
want to introduce your colleague? is going to take a rigorous approach to the whole life
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) On my right is the Project of the project. In other words, he is going to want to

Director, Jonathan Hoyle; Matthew Webber the put in high quality infrastructure, cabling, water,
Chairman and Les Mitchell the Managing Director heating, because if he does not, he is the one who has
of Modus as well. to pay the price when it goes wrong. He has to rectify

it and he may have to pay penalty charges. It is those2. May I start with you, Sir Kevin? We have a PFI
broader considerations about price certainty, aboutcontract here which is committing you to these
timely completion and about quality which are reallyarrangements withModus for 30 years. What are the
the ones which are driving us.benefits which outweigh tying MOD to Modus for

such a very long period? 3. As you said, the costs compared with a
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) As you have seen from the conventional deal are very similar. You mentioned

Report, the actual cost of going with a PFI partner other benefits, but is it beyond the capability of your
as distinct from conventional procurement is about Department to deliver these other benefits without
the same. The benefits are in other areas to which we resorting to a PFI deal?
attach a great deal of importance. The first is that we (Sir Kevin Tebbit) It is a matter of choice. It is a
get greater price certainty throughout the period judgement. Most of the accommodation and
than would otherwise be the case. Second, the way in building activities which are involved here are not
which the PFI contract is designed, means that there core business for the Ministry of Defence, that is not
is a huge incentive on the contractor to complete on what we do. They are core business for these people
time. The penalties if he does not are very severe. and therefore one goes to where it is most
Third, the payments under the contract are linked to appropriately provided. It is not that we could not do
delivering services at specified qualities based in this, it is a matter of choosing not to for the benefits
terms of outputs of what we need and that covers the which are here. There is no question that we had to
whole of the contract period. In other words, at year do something because the present situation is simply
29 and year 30 he is still having to deliver the same untenable; we could not have stayed where we are.

The Health and Safety inspectors would not give usquality services to us as he is in year one. That is
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certification unless we guaranteed that we were doing of my colleagues on the left here in the final

knockings. This was as a result of tough negotiationthese changes one way or the other. We judged that
on balance this was a better way of doing it than by by the Ministry of Defence, which, as you know, is a

tough negotiator in the market, rather than someconventional procurement.
accidental precision at £742 million. It is quite clear

4. Let us examine some of these aspects of losing that the costs were greater than we had hoped, partly
some flexibility. We already know from paragraphs because of the state of the building which they found,
1.21 and 1.22 that there were non-Head OYce staV which only underlines the importance of doing this
for whom additional accommodation in central work—when the more detailed surveys were done it
London had to be found. That just shows some of the required an awful lot more doing to it than we had
dangers of tying yourself in for a long period in hoped—and partly because of interest rate
advance. Do you think you would have achieved movements and the cost of raising capital in the
better value for money if you had included this markets which is one of these things; they can go up,
requirement in the Main Building PFI deal? they can go down. Unfortunately they were on a
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) May I just comment on this slightly rising trend.

flexibility point? The way the contract is drawn up
7. I suspect that one of the reasons why you wantdoes give us a lot of flexibility, flexibility to vary our

to do this PFI deal is that you were hoping to savenumbers through the life of the contract. If we want
£100 million. It was not to be. We know fromless space as we go through, we can do that and the
paragraph 2.24 that it took 16 months to close thecontract makes provision for that to happen and
deal from selection of preferred bidder during whichother tenants to come in and take over space.
the price increased by £99million.What lessons haveFlexibility is built into the arrangements. On the
you drawn from this experience?specific matter of the non-Head OYce staV but

nevertheless staV we need in London, we did look at (Sir Kevin Tebbit)Wewere not hoping to save £100
million; it was not to be. We were hoping to ensurewhether it would be sensible to put them into the

Main Building redevelopment, but judged that the that we got the best value for money in a project
which needed to happen and we believe that we stillnumber of changes which would have been necessary

to the work, filling in the centre spaces or taking have that. That basically is the story of this Report.
It would have been nice to have got a lower price, butdown walls and widening the building, would have

just put too much risk and cost on the project. The there we are, this is the economic cost and we had it
carefully validated and benchmarked bysolution we took was again taken on value formoney

grounds. It is a good deal to take the buildingwe have independent authorities to make sure that was true.
taken in St Giles Court. If it were not value for

8. Let us leave that and let us go on to the pricemoney, we would not be doing that.
increasing by £99 million in the last 16months.What
lessons have you drawn from this experience?5. May I turn to the cost? You have agreed, and

this is all set out in table 1 on page 7, that the cost is (Sir Kevin Tebbit) It would be nice to say that you
very similar to conventional procurement. I know could do it in a shorter period than 16 months and
that cost is not the only consideration; you that the time between best and final oVers and finally
mentioned other considerations. Can you tell us a bit closing the contract could have been reduced. I
more about why you were not able to generate any wondered at the time myself whether we could have
financial savings against the likely cost of done it faster and I wanted to push the negotiators.
conventional procurement? They always said to me that they could get it done

now but they would paymore for it and that I should(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We originally expected to be
generating savings but in the latter stages of the leave them to negotiate because it was going to be a

30-year deal rather than something which shouldproject, the costs increased to bring them in at
around the level of the public sector comparator. happen fast before they had it fully thought through.

I am satisfied more or less that 16 months wasThat is just how it came out. It would have been nice
to have had slightly larger savings there, but in fact needed. One looks at some of these easier projects in

the sense that they are template projects e.g. forwe were satisfied that this was the real cost of the
project. hospital buildings. I noted that they take about a

year. This was a one-oV very complex project with
6. I am glad my colleague Mr Williams has come three separate elements to it, so I do not think 16

in, because I suspect this might be a question which months was unreasonable.
would interest him. Here we have a public sector
comparator of £746.2 million. You have a PFI deal 9. Let us look at what happened during that 16-

month period. The deal was bank financed at a timeof £746.1 million. That is very close, is it not? What
you came out with at the end in your PFI deal was when the Treasury building redevelopment, which

we all visited last week and were very impressed by,extraordinarily close to what is a public sector
comparator. Some might think this was a fix. and the new GCHQ were bond financed. We also

note in paragraph 2.42 of the Report that bond(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I am sure you would not think
financing might have saved you up to £22 million.that. I am sure this august Committee would not
Why was your approach to financing diVerent to thethink that. The closeness is a virtue not a sin. I shall
Treasury and to GCHQ?now illustrate, particularly forMrWilliams’s benefit,

why I say that. It came out a little higher and in order (Sir Kevin Tebbit) You are right in saying that it
might have done; the Report says that is highlyto negotiate as toughly as we could our negotiators

said they wantedmoney oV this price so that it was at speculative. The GCHQ deal was later than ours; it
came amonth later. At the timewewere operating, inleast down to the public sector comparator and they

shaved £4millionwith tears running down the cheeks June and July 1999, the largest bond which had been
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floated was just over £100 million. Ours was £550 14. We would not be in a position where you are in

hock for 30 years and you cannot aVord the ships andmillion, a very big loan indeed, bigger than the
soldiers you need because you are paying for oYces?Treasury’s £125 million, bigger than GCHQ’s
Would you say that was an over-simplistic question?eventually which was £407 million. The view taken
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I would not quite put it as beingby our advisers was that there are diseconomies in

in hock either. I come back to the fundamental point:very, very large bonds and that this was a better way
this represents best value formoney for delivering theto go. The other deals were also less complex. This
services we need to run the Armed Forces worldwideone was first to operate the existing buildings,
and to run defence policy.organise a decant of staV, then operate a new set of

buildings; not a greenfield site project, therefore 15. Before I hand over, I should like to welcome
more risks associated with what was actually on the Financial Secretary to the Treasury to our
there. A diVerent contract period from the others, proceedings, she is of course a member of this
greater value here and higher risk. The judgement we Committee, but I do not think she wants to ask any
took on the basis of the best advice we could have at questions. She is here as a courtesy visit.
the time was that this was the better way to go. There (Sir Kevin Tebbit) We are a supporter of her
was also a feeling that bank finance gave us a bitmore policies.
flexibility, a bit more control over some of the aspects Chairman: She has other duties to attend to in the
of the project than would otherwise be the case. At Treasury, so she will be having to leave us, but I do
the time we were all satisfied that it was the right welcome you to the Committee. Thank you very
decision to take. much for coming.

10. What steps are you taking to ensure that you
can share in refinancing benefits which may arise in Mr Rendel
the future?

16. You told us just now that the MOD is a very(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We have clauses in the contract.
tough negotiator and as a result of this you managedThere is a 15-year value for money review.
to reduce the price by £4 million on the day of the
contract by pointing out that otherwise the contract11. I should remind you that paragraph 1.32c says
would not come in below the public servicethat the MOD does not have a specific contractual
comparator. If you are such a good negotiator whyright to share refinancing gains.
had you not been able to bring down the price by £4(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I do not dispute that.We did not
million even before then?have a refinancing clause in there at the time. At the
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I did not personally negotiate it,time of the deal, it was not the policy to have

but I think one would say that the pressure of therefinancing clauses in. What I am saying is that we
negotiation was at its greatest in that last day, ashave alternative means in the contract. One is the
negotiating pressures usually are. We were notvalue for money review at the 15-year point, which
exactly up against a deadline but we made it clearcould involve anything, including refinancing. The
that we were expected to come out of that with aother one is that if the company wants to seek
solution.refinancing, we eVectively have the right then to set
17. Why did you not demand a greater reduction?conditions which include a share in the refinancing if

They seem to have been perfectly happy to give youthere is a benefit.
£4 million on the spot.

12. Is that right, Mr Webber? If Modus want to (Sir Kevin Tebbit) I think you will find that
refinance the project, can MOD share these benefits? assumption unfounded. They were not happy to give
(MrWebber) Yes, is the short answer. If we sought us that £4million; they are still talking about it today.

to replace the existing debt with more debt, because 18. Are you convinced that £4 million was an
of certain clauses in the agreement, I am sure we absolute maximum you could get out of them at
would have to come to the Ministry of Defence and that time?
ask for their approval to changes in the contract. As (Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes, in that area of the
seems to be the practice in other PFI projects at negotiation. Of course there was a lot more in the
present, that would give us an opportunity to negotiation than just that. There were all the various
renegotiate that part of the transaction. other conditions aVecting performance, for example.

In terms of the cash, I am satisfied our people got the13. This Committee has often in the past expressed maximum they could at that point.
concern about refinancing. So you have this

19. My understanding is that the increase at thecommitment to contracted expenditure for 30 years.
last moment was due to an increase in rates, not leastYou have an increasing number of these sorts of
because everybody knew that a big deal was about tocommitments. Will that constrain your ability to be
be done, so the rates went up.flexible in managing the defence budget in future?
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes.(Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, Chairman. At the moment

we have about 43 PFI projects in defence with a value 20. What would have happened if rates had gone
of about £2 billion of finance brought in. The up at such a rate that you had gone £6 million over
servicing of that represents about 3% of our budget. the public sector comparator? Would you have
Coming down the pipe are a similar number of dropped the deal on the grounds that the public
projects which would add about £12 billion capital sector comparator was then better and if you could
coming in, if they all happened. That would bring us only get £4 million out of them it would still have

been £2 million above the public sector comparator?up to about 8 %. We are not at a silting up point.
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(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I cannot be that precise, but you 28. I am sorry, why was it the wrong project to

are quite right, the on-the-spot rates were moving start on?
during that day and we were not the only (Mr Hoyle) Because it was just so big in
Department which got caught by that increasing comparison with the Treasury; the amount of money
price. A number of other PFI deals got caught at the to be raised was about four times more.
same time. Placing £0.5 billion of loan in the market

29. So there was that much more to save than thedoes have that eVect unfortunately.
Treasury.

21. So you are telling us that the Government (Sir Kevin Tebbit) The advice we had at the time in
decided to put a whole lot of contracts out to the connection with the Treasury competition was thatmarket on the same day, in spite of the fact that this something of our size would bring diseconomies if wewas likely to raise rates and therefore raise the price tried to do it by the same method and have that sortfor the Government. Was that not a bit daft? of competition. Theirs was £125 million: ours was(Sir Kevin Tebbit) It was not actually the same day; £550 million. A much greater risk associated with aanother one came shortly after. flotation of that size.
22. I am sorry, I thought you said the same day.

30. I am sorry, I do not quite understand. Are you(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Around the same time. The
saying that there would be a greater risk of runningtrouble is that the markets are aware of what is
a competition than not running a competition? Arehappening within a week or two’s timescale.
you saying that you would risk having to spendmore

23. Even that is a bit daft, is it not? If the by running a competition?
Government are going to put out these huge (Sir Kevin Tebbit) The advice we had was that itcontracts and they are going to make a diVerence to was much more sensible to go for a bank financemarket rates, you would think they had the sense to rather than a bond finance or a competition on bondsput them out at diVerent times, so you do not

because the size of the financing for our project wassuddenly have a huge amount of debt coming onto
so large that there would be diseconomies of scale ifthe market which was going to aVect rates rather
we tried to go for a bond.more?

(Sir Kevin Tebbit) That is a pretty sensible 31. That decision was what made all the diVerence
conclusion. This was the biggest loan that we had to whether or not you would go for a competition.
sought to raise in PFI. It was a pathfinder project. Had you gone the other way and gone for a bond you
The onewhich came afterwardswas a hospital. There might have gone for a competition.
are other considerations about when one needs to go (Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, that was not why we did not
to the market; that is not the only factor. go for a competition.Wedid not go for a competition
24. If on the day you discover that you are, for because it was such a big flotation that the judgement

reasons of rates changing or whatever else, above the was that this was not the right sort of size of thing to
public sector comparator, do you then decide that do as the experiment, whereas the Treasury was
you will not go ahead?Are you that tied by the public much smaller and therefore more susceptible to
sector comparator that you cannot go ahead even if trialing.
you are above it?

32. I am not quite sure I understand the logic(SirKevin Tebbit) No, not at all, it is within a broad
behind not trialing it just because it is big when youband. The public sector comparator has a wide range
have greater potential savings when it is big. I can seeof about £100 million. There is no absolute magic
you see some logic in it. If the diVerence betweenabout this, no. We used that figure in order to
bank and bond financing is so marginal, do younegotiate down the price. It was not otherwise
always have to take a decision long before theabsolutely critical.
moment of truth as you are signing the contract or25. So you were fooling them in saying that you
can you go forward with the two potential methodshad to get it down below the public sector
of financing the deal and choose when you knowcomparator otherwise you would not go ahead.
which is better on the day?(Sir Kevin Tebbit) It was a tactical point.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We do use bond now rather

26. I congratulate you on fooling them because more regularly as these things are becoming more
you got the price down. normal. The choice between them varies according to
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) It was a tactical point. project and varies according to market condition.

There is no absolute rule as to whether to go for one27. With the Treasury building we were told there
was some sort of a funding competition to get the or the other.
best way of funding the deal. Why did that not

33. That was not the question I asked. What Ihappen with this building?
asked was: do you leave it until the actual day to(Mr Hoyle) The Treasury was the first project to
make that decision when you know which is going torun a funding competition and in fact they were
be the cheaper?trialing it with their project and we were running
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) You have to oVset against thatslightly ahead of them in terms of when we were

the extra cost of running two plans in parallelgoing to sign the contract. It had never been done
because you have to do the legal and the due diligencebefore. It would have been wrong to run a project
work for both and therefore there would always be awith a £550 million placement as a trial of a funding
trade-oV between those if youwere trying to do it likecompetition. If we were starting now, we would learn
that. I am not sure, I cannot say, whether the cost ofthe lessons from the Treasury and go down that

route. running two routes together with the due diligence
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associated with both would outweigh whatever to capture it financially because it would have been

impossible to justify any particular figure we put onbenefit there was between bank or bond but that is
the calculation one has to make. it.

38. Let me turn to paragraph 1.26 where the34. In future you would always make that
sentence at the bottomof page 13 reads, “In addition,calculation.
MOD did not transfer IT risk to Modus for the(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We often do; I cannot say we
decant buildings as it did not know when procuringalways do.
the contract how many diVerent systems were

35. Did you make it in this case? extant”. I do not know whether I have
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, I do not think we did. We misunderstood this, but that seems to say that the

knew that it would be very expensive to do due MOD did not know how many computer systems it
diligence for both routes and it was quite clear that had. Is that right?
those who would put the money up wanted clarity as (Sir Kevin Tebbit) No.We have all the IT trunking
to what we were intending to do. In this case it would and cabling up to the desks, as it were. What we have
have been very expensive to have tried to do both. not done is decided precisely what type of system
(Mr Hoyle) The risk of raising the finance actually goes on the desktop, the hardware, the software.

rested withModus. So strictly it was their decision as That is because that will need to be linked to our
to whether at that time under policy we went bank or overall defence information infrastructure which we
bond. They came to us with a recommended solution are developing separately. At the time the contract
which we examined and decided in June 1999 that we was crystallised, we had not got a clear enough view
would prefer bank for a number of reasons. To have of that and with technology moving so quickly, we
gone beyond that point running both meant there did not want to capture it at that stage. So we carried
was a strong chance that the bond arrangers would on doing that separately.
have walked away anyway because of the expense to

39. The IT systems you did not knowwere around,them of employing lawyers to do the due diligence on
were future IT systems. Is that what you are saying?the contract and technical due diligence on the
Or you did not know how many systems you had atproject which would have cost them substantial sums
that time.of money unless we had been willing to recompense
(Mr Hoyle) At the time we were putting togetherthem.

the specification there were of the order of 200
36. My understanding is that in the end the bond systems in the Ministry of Defence headquarters. If

probably would have been rather cheaper on the day we had specified that number to be moved, we would
as it turned out. Have you done any calculation of have lost money because in the end we actually only
whether you could have savedmoney if you had gone had to move 90 systems into the decant buildings
through the necessary legal processes to make it because some became redundant.
possible still to go for a bond on the last day?

40. Why did you not try to find out how many(Sir Kevin Tebbit) At the time of the decision it was
systems you had which would need to move?the right choice. I do not know whether we did any
(Mr Hoyle) They are owned by various agenciessubsequent calculations.

within the Department. Some of them are stand-(Mr Hoyle) We have looked at what might have
alone system, some of them are wide area networks,been, the hypothetical scenario.We think the saving,
some of them just became time expired and we didif we had managed to maintain the same terms and
not know whether they would need to be replaced.conditions we had achieved with banks, if we had
We were looking at this in 1996–97 and with the waymanaged to transfer those conditions to the bond
IT systems move forward, with technologicalarrangement, would have been a fewmillion pounds.
change, it would have been a guess in the dark as toThe NAO Report refers to the hypothetical scenario
how many systems we would need to move in 2004.that if we had had the GCHQ terms and conditions

the saving would have been of the order of £22 41. I want to couple this with paragraph 1.21,
million. But that is a greenfield site with a diVerent where we are told “. . . a month before the contract
risk profile. was signed,MOD . . . identified that there were up to

1,000 non-Head OYce staV who should remain in37. Turning now to paragraph 6, whose last London. Some of those, however, would have had nosentence is, “In addition, there will be significant accommodation after 2002” had there not been someunquantified benefits to working eYciency arising change to the plan. It does strike me that you werefrom the improved accommodation”, how do you going ahead with this major project, withoutjudge a project if you have no idea of how great the knowing exactly what IT you had, without knowingbenefits are going to be? exactly what staV you had. There seems to be a
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) These were not benefits which dangerous lack of information on which to base a

we sought to bring into the value for money major project.
equation. They were just general eYciency benefits (Sir Kevin Tebbit) We knew what IT we had. The
from co-locating staV in one building rather than point was that we did not know precisely what IT
more and working in more open plan environments configuration we would require in 2004.
for team working and shortening the distances

42. But you could have discovered before goingbetween working areas and lifts and that sort of
ahead.thing.We never attempted to put a financial value on

that because it is a very soft concept. Nevertheless, I (Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, we could not; not in
am very satisfied that we are going to have much 1997–98. We could not have predicted at that point

the IT configuration which would be best for themore eYcient use of the new building. We did not try
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Department in 2004 so we decided not to incorporate took £6.82 million and Herbert Smith, which as I

understand it is entirely legal costs. What exactly isthat element. We are doing that separately as part of
a wider defence information infrastructure because the function of PricewaterhouseCoopers?
Head OYce needs to be linked to all its operating (Sir Kevin Tebbit) Mainly financial advice in
agencies and budget areas. As far as staV numbers putting the project together with Herbert Smith
are concerned, the Report implies that we suddenly doing the legal side of things.
discovered these 1,000 people. They were always

48. Do they have any ongoing involvement?there. These were not Head OYce people.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes, they still do.

43. This is an agreed report and therefore
49. What is that?presumably it is true, you accepted that you suddenly
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) There are still technical aspectsdiscovered the 1,000.

which they are advising on.(Sir Kevin Tebbit) The word is not “discovered”.
These were not Head OYce staV, these were staV 50. Could you be a bit more specific about what
where we decided at that point that we would keep those technical aspects they are still advising on are?
them in London because that is the best place for (Sir Kevin Tebbit) They are advising us, but I will
them although they are not Head OYce. It is mainly ask the Project Director.
the Defence Export Services Organisation. It became (MrHoyle) The contract has a range of completion
cost eVective to take St Giles Court, a third building tests through the course of each phase which the
on a diVerent basis than before and cheaper than contractor has to achieve, many of which are
trying to build it into the Main Building contract. engineering and quite technical as you would expect

in a building. PricewaterhouseCoopers co-ordinate44. Given what you have said about the number of
that technical advice to us from the advisers listed inGovernment contracts going ahead at the same time,
table 6 through a construction engineer to make surewhat are you going to do in future to make sure there
we are getting what we set out in the contract.are not a large number of Government contracts

going ahead more or less at the same date and 51. Let me get this clear in my own mind. If there
therefore raising rates unnecessarily at the last is a technical problem with the project, and it needs
moment? advice on what the most appropriate solution is,
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) That is not for me exactly. It is PricewaterhouseCoopers will go out and, through

helpful that we now have an OYce of Government these various sub-contractors, put together a piece of
Commerce that Peter Gershon is running which does advice as to the best solution to the problem.
co-ordinate the various activities which diVerent (Mr Hoyle) We would not wish to advise the
Departments are engaged in, which helps a lot. I do contractor what the best solution to the problem was
have to come back to the point that the Project because then we would be taking the risk from the
Director mentioned. At the end of the day, it is the contractor. What they would do is advise me that
contractor who is borrowing the money, not us, the what the contractor was proposing would probably
PFI partner. This is also something which has to be not do the job come 2004 when we move back into
borne in mind with them. The OYce of Government the building.
Commerce does help in this area now.

52. This is the point I am trying to understand
better. What is the relationship then between
yourselves as the project manager and
PricewaterhouseCoopers and the contractor? HowMr Howarth
do you manage that?

45. Towards the end of paragraph 2.13 on page 18 (Mr Hoyle) PWC are my advisers on technical
it says, referring to advisers, “MOD reimbursed costs aspects of the project to me direct. They have no
up to the phase cap, on the basis of pre-agreed hourly direct relationshipwithModus and their contractors.
rates and actual verified hours worked, but subject to

53. To come back to the example I was using, ifa 10% retention until the delivery of approved
there were a problem, where do they fit into it?deliverables for each phase”. What is that 10% of?
(Mr Hoyle) They advise me that there could be a(Sir Kevin Tebbit) 10% of £6.82 million.

problem. I take it up with the contractor.(Mr Hoyle) Split phase 1 and phase 2.

54. They are very much removed from the day to46.What I am trying to discover is, as all these fees
day conduct of the contract.went up during the course of the project, certainly in
(Mr Hoyle) Yes.phase 1, whether it is 10% of the original sum or 10%

of the amount it went up by. 55. It is said that two things are certain in this life,
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I assumed it was 10% of the total taxes and death and you can perhaps add a third to

cost but I shall have to check that for you.1 that: consultants of one description or another
always cost more than the original estimate. I think47. On the subject of advisers there are two large
that is probably an iron law, certainly in my limitedadvisers and then various sub-contractors, as stated
experience. I know the NAO Report has a positivein Table 6, first of all PricewaterhouseCoopers who
heading, “MOD appointed its advisers through a
competitive process and controlled their costs”, but

1 Note by witness: I can confirm that the 10% retention relates in practical terms how did you do that? Do youto the fees for PricewaterhouseCoopers (£6.82 million) for
accept that costs are bound to escalate because thateach phase of the Project. This was retained by the MOD
is an iron law of consultancy, or do you try to keepuntil each phase was completed to the Department’s

satisfaction. them to the original sums?
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(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We do keep a close eye on it. We (Mr Webber) The cost of interest rates for the

can check the way in which we are being billed at any project was fixed at financial close. In eVect one locks
stage, whether it is through a PFI contract based into that cost for all time. The gains that the private
piece of advice or whether it is from conventional sector had prospectively been making from
procurement. These costs are broadly speaking in refinancing of some of the early projects was where
line with the sorts of costs which we traditionally find they took the risk and did not lock into long-term
with major projects. It is about 1.2% in this case of interest rates, they left them floating. That has not
the net present value of the contract which is pretty happened in this particular case, so there is not such
well at the lower end of the range you expect advisers an opportunity to benefit from refinancing.
to cost. If you compare this with other projects of a

62. This is one of the most dubious situations Isimilar size or nature, you would find that these fees
have ever seen. Modus fixed its interest rates on theare well within what you regard as the norm, rather
day the contract was finalised. Then bank ratethan the high end of the scale. That is the sort of
increased on the rate of the final closure. Whatmeasurement we make, as well as being able to drill
diVerence did this make? Does this account for thedown if we really need to, if we had some really
£62 million?serious doubts about the bills.
(MrWebber) I believe the £62million towhich you

refer is the diVerence in interest rates on the day we
submitted our final bid, which was linked with a

Mr Williams particular interest rate and then 16 months later we
actually made a financial close of the transaction. At56. We are told in the Report that Modus’s bid of
that point we locked into a series of fixed interest£647 million increased by £99 million over 16
rates. That was the movement of the cost of interestmonths. We are told this was mainly due to
in the economy over that time.additional building work and increased financing

costs. We know that £37 million of it was additional
63. We have this potential enormous windfall butwork. Am I right in assuming that £62 million was

it was dependent on the bank rate movement, theadditional finance cost?
movement of interest rates over the time of the(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes, that is correct.
construction when you were subsequently able to go

57. 10% of the total cost of the whole project was to people with a cash flow and most of the risk gone.
the cost of the increase in finance alone. 10% of the (Sir Kevin Tebbit) Interest changes over an 18-
total price of the contract of £647 million is the £62 month period.2
million that the finance increased. It is incredible for

64. Yes, I am sure it does. My recollection is thatone element in the whole project to increase in that
it has been going down rather than up, but perhapsshort time by 10%. Do you not consider it slightly
you do not live in the same world as we all live in.concerning?
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I am just saying that this was(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I do, but it is a fact of life that

nothing to do with this particular project, this wasyou have to take interest rate risk as you go through
the way in which interest rates were moving.any project.

58. Thatwould be all right. Explain this then. If the 65. It just happened on the day.
£62 million was 10% of the total cost, what percent (Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, on the day is much smaller
was it of the financing cost? than that. On the day is not the £60-oddmillion, that
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I cannot give you a quick answer is the interest rate movements in the economy over a

to that. I will have to give you a written reply to that. 16 or 18 month period.

59. A written reply will not do for that because it 66. There is another coincidence. You had to
is rather important for the rest of this hearing. choose between bonds and bank financing. Let us be
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) With respect, I am not sure that clear. Is it not correct that bonds do not oVer the

it is, because the total cost still came within the public possibility of refinancing deals?
sector comparator and is therefore still a valid (Sir Kevin Tebbit) That is correct.
project.

67. We find that in December 1998 your bond
60. We shall come to the public sector comparator finance bid was £25 million cheaper than the bankin amoment. All I can say is that I amastonished that financed bid, so bond was better. In June you thenyou are unable to answer that question, but since you pressed for a quick decision on the method ofcannot, we have to move on. What it means is that financing. Lo and behold, at that time, bond andthe £62 million increase actually made even more

bank financing were more or less equal, were theybeneficial the possibility of refinancing at a later date,
not?did it not? If it went up 10% and if it came down 10%
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) At the time we took the decisionwithout having done anything at all, there was a

it is generally accepted that we made the right choice.potential £62 million windfall from refinancing, in
The bond one you are comparing is the specificaddition to that which was already built into the
GCHQ bond, which would not necessarily, and verycontract.
unlikely, have been applicable in our case because of(Sir Kevin Tebbit) It does not work quite as simply
all the diVerent factors I have mentioned.as that actually.

61. I am sure it is not quite as simple as that, but it 2 Note by witness: As the preferred bidder was selected in
is broadly as simple as that. January 1999 and the contract was closed inMay 2000, it was

in fact a period of 16 months.(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I do not think so.
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68. In that case why was Modus pressing you to 75. That is all right; other people will. Finally, let

us look at the public sector comparator. Whenreach a decision on the method of financing? They
were forcing you to make a decision between bond Modus became preferred bidder, it was estimated the

price would be £25 million less than the public sectorand bank financing. Either it mattered or it did not.
If it mattered enough to them to press for it, surely it comparator.
mattered enough to you to get it right. (Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes, that is correct.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We did get it right, but we got it

76. That then converged until they becamemore orright at the time of the decision. The reason for being
less the same if you take the average of the PSC,pressed to take a decisionwas because otherwise they
which was £746.2 and the final price which the PFIwould have to have run, and wewould both have had
arrived at was £746.1, 0.01% lower than the averageto have borne the cost of, two separate processes of
public sector comparator. That seems a slightdue diligence, one for one route, one for another.
coincidence, does it not?That would have carried its own cost. I should clarify
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) As I have already explained, thethis business about what happened on the actual day

reason for that being so precise is because of our ownof closure. That was a movement of a few million,
tactics on the last day of closure when we found theabout £4 or £5 million, not the great £60-something
spot rate adding to the cost of the project when wemillion which was the movement of interest rates
were concerned to get the bank finance in place. Wegoing on over 18 months.
negotiated £4 million oV the price in order to strike

69. I am still worried about the odd £20 million. the toughest deal we could. That is why it is as close
We regard the odd £25 million as more than loose as you have just described. To all other purposes, it
change. is purely coincidental that they came out close and
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) So do I. the PSC comparator is within a very wide range of

around £100 million. All one can say about this is70. We have a situation where bond had been £25
that broadly speaking the two routes were about themillion cheaper; according to the National Audit
same in terms of cost.OYce the bond deal had been £25 million cheaper.

(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I am afraid that is not correct. 77. The point is that what we are told is that for
negotiation and presentational purposes, MOD71. National Audit OYce, is that not what it says
placed emphasis on the deal price of £746.1 millionin paragraph 22 of your supplementary brief?
being slightly lower.(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I think it would say it is
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Precisely.hypothetical based on GCHQ’s own bond which

cannot be compared with the very diVerent project 78. For presentational purposes.
we were running. That is the point. (Sir Kevin Tebbit) Negotiation is the first word

there.72. Then I do not see why it was relevant to raise
this. Was it or was it not £25 million cheaper and did 79. In other words it would have been higher if it
it then not become £25 million cheaper some months had not been that for presentational purposes you
after they had struck the deal? persuaded them to reduce it.
(Mr Colman) We are necessarily in the world of (Sir Kevin Tebbit) It would have been higher had

hypothesis because the price of a bond is whatever it we not negotiated that bit oV at the end.
is on the day and it is extremely diYcult to predict in

80. What comes through at the end of the day isadvance what it will be. So Sir Kevin is quite right in
that everything is done to cook the situation wheresaying that this particular £25 million relates to what
the public sector comparator is never going to bethis bond would hypothetically have cost if it had
playing on equal ground. We are then told that oncebeen possible to obtain it on exactly the same terms
you have negotiated for any length of time the publicas the GCHQ bond.3
sector comparator becomes virtually irrelevant

73. That is exactly what it says here and that is just because it costs you too much to go back and start
what I said and I was told that it was not true, that it negotiations again.
was not £25 million cheaper. (Sir Kevin Tebbit) We do not have a preference for
(Mr Colman) It is certainly £25 million on that one route or the other. We make judgements on the

hypothesis. The doubt and the debate is whether that basis of value for money. We judged that in terms of
hypothesis is valid. cost, these were about equal, but we attached

importance to those other factors I mentioned at the74. They then press to get a deal at the one time
beginning which give us better value over the project.when it so happens the bank financing is more or less
It is very useful to have a fixed price and know thatequal to the bond financing and they wanted bank
is what we are going to be paying year on year andfinancing because the financial interest oVered the
notmore. You only have to look at this building itselfopportunity of refinancing andwindfall profits. Then
to see what happens when you have cost overruns.having entered into their agreement, a few months
We have been so used to cost overruns, so it is verylater, lo and behold, it was back to virtually the same
good, I feel very pleased to be able to know that I am£25 million diVerential. This looks a bit suspicious.
not going to be paying more than £55 million a year(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I am afraid I do not follow
on this thing. It is also very good to know that it isyour logic.
going to come in on time. If it does not, these people
lose a lot of money in payments. There are other3 The figure of £25 million referred to is described in para 2.29
qualitative factors which I have seen as I have goneof the C&AG’s Report. It is the estimate made by Modus in
round and these are the things which led us to makeDecember 1998 of the potential saving from the use of

bond finance. the decisive judgement. We have no instinctive
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aVection for PFI as such, it is just that in some that you go the PFI route. I have just calculated that

if you changed that 29.5% to 29% it would swing itcircumstances it oVers us a better value for delivering
the services we need. the other way. It would go from £61.5 million to

£60,494,000, a diVerence of £1,600,000 the otherway,81. It just so happens that never have we come
just by changing that from 29.5% to 29%. It is aacross a case which has come before us where the
totally arbitrary figure. I see Mr Trickett nodding.public sector comparator has actually won the
He worked in the building trade. It says capitalargument. This is a diVerence of 0.01%. I remember
expenditure, but I am sure you could finesse moreanother case where the diVerence was just £1 million
than half of 1% without too much diYculty. By justout of hundreds of millions of pounds, but in some
changing your figure from 29.5% to 29% I havemiraculous way it always turns out that the elements
suddenly switched more than one million pounds.which are quite nebulous which go into the public
You only had a diVerence of £100,000. I have alreadysector comparator always give an adverse public
changed it tenfold the other way by flicking onesector comparator. Can you think of a case where it
figure by half of 1%. Do you agree with Mr Colmanhas not?
of the National Audit OYce when he said, as was(Sir Kevin Tebbit) The preponderant expenditure
reported in the FT recently, that describing thisthat the MOD makes is by conventional
public sector comparator as a basis for makingprocurement not by PFI. PFI is a very, very small
decisions is really rather spurious?element in our overall capital and procurement
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I would not say it was the onlyspend. We only do this where it is value for money.

basis for making the decision but clearly it is very
82. I do not suppose you buy a Eurofighter by PFI. important to do it.

It might be a good deal if you could get it there.
87. It was an important basis for making the(Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, but we might buy a tanker

decision.service.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) My Department has to abide by

83. In that case what is the point of relating it to the the rules which are set down by the Treasury, which
entire Ministry of Defence budget. It does not have we accept and that requires us to do a public sector
anything to do with building which is where most of comparator using these techniques. I have to say that
these arise. I have finished now, Chairman, it is a I am slightly surprised. We have here an NAO
waste of time. Report, which is very positive about the way in which
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Not in our case actually. We do the Ministry of Defence has managed this project. It

use PFI for things other than accommodation. We is a project we are proud of. It is going to give
are considering tanker services from aircraft to refuel extremely good working accommodation for our
others in mid air for example. We do look at it for people and I find myself under rather hostile attack
other things as well. It is a small proportion. implying that somehow we have cooked the books in

order to do it by a route which members find
unattractive. I am sorry, but that is just now how it

Mr Bacon feels.
84. I should like to start whereMrWilliams left oV 88. Can I tell you why? I went to a seminar

with the public sector comparator. On page 24 it organised by the Chief Secretary quite recently at the
breaks it down by category and there is a list there Treasury to talk about PFI generally in a building
with the base costs, then the risk, presumably at analogous to this, the Treasury building. I asked a
millions of pounds, then the risk as a percentage of question which Mr Gershon, chairing the session,
the base costs. You will see in the first line it says started answering not by talking about finance but by
capital expenditure £208.6million, risk £61.5million, muttering about rats in the basement. It struck me as
risk as percentage of base costs 29.5%. Could you say a little odd. If therewere a sound reason related to the
how you came to 29.5%? method of financing, he would have started with an
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) There is a range of possibilities. answer related to finance and not one relating to rats.

I think themethod used is known as theMonte Carlo We went round the Treasury building yesterday. It is
method. I am not an economist but if any of my a fine building and I am sure your buildingwill be too
colleagues can give us more detail on that.4 and will provide excellent accommodation. What we

are interested in here, and I am sure this was the basis85. Do you mean it is like going into a casino and
of Mr Williams’s questions as well, is whether this isyou just throw the dice and see what happens?
the best way of doing it. I tell you another reasonwhy(Sir Kevin Tebbit) That is what the economic
I am suspicious. I put down a Parliamentarymodel is, but it is a way of trying to make sure there
Question to the Treasury and said: how much cashis a fair, open and, as far as one can judge, thorough
are you actually going to pay for this building? Thereway of looking at risk around these figures.
is a term we use in PAC, ‘COTD’, cash out the door.

86. With buildings like this, these sorts of projects, They gaveme an answer. I put down exactly the same
and we looked at the Treasury building only question to your Department, I worded it the same
yesterday, the public sector comparator always way, and, as you know because I wrote to you
seems to come out just slightly less competitive so subsequently, I did not get an answer. In fact the

answer I got from the Minister, presumably drafted
4 Note by witness: TheMonte Carlo method is a mathematical by a civil servant, said, following an explanation of
technique to calculate the overall risk to the project. It is a the complexity of the project, that it was impossibletried and tested ‘best practice’ approach to the modelling of

to forecast the overall cash sum which wouldmultiple risks which uses a statistical approach to combine
eventually be paid to Modus. If you could notthe probabilities of the various risks to provide a profile of

likely risk distribution. forecast the eventual cash sum which would be paid,
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how could you come upwith £746.1million as the net 90. I know it was a very complicated question, but

could I go to the last part of it about hedging. Inpresent value of that income stream? You could not
January 1999, when theReport said you thought youhave done. I thought that was a bit funny. I went
were close to signing a deal, what hedging techniquesback to you and I wrote to Sir John and I pointed this
did you employ at that time?out and lo and behold, yesterday evening I received
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) As a matter of policy,another letter from the Minister saying “When I

Government Departments do not hedge. That is thewrote to you on 10 June I perhaps failed to make
Treasury position.suYciently clear the many factors which will

influence the final cash figure by the end of the 91. It is Treasury guidance that you do not do it.contract period”. It goes on a bit and then finally says (Sir Kevin Tebbit) No.that the total cash sum, other things being equal, will
be at or around £2,415,000,000 over the contract 92. You were basically exposed because you did
period. That was the answer I wanted, but the fact not hedge. Did anybody advise you to hedge in
that it was not given to me initially, is one of the January 1999?
reasons why we get suspicious. Then we read in the (Sir Kevin Tebbit) I honestly do not know, but I
Report that in December 1998 bond finance was £25 presume not.
million cheaper and on page 23 that MOD always

93. Could you find out?thought it was close to signing the deal. When you
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I assume not.knew that it was £25 million cheaper, what hedging

techniques did you buy in December 1998 or 94. I should like to know what it would have cost
January 1999? to hedge that risk at that time. It went £60million the

wrong way, which is a huge chunk.(Sir Kevin Tebbit) There are quite a lot of questions (Sir Kevin Tebbit) This is over a 16 or 18 monththere. May I try to take them in the order you period.asked them?
95. Yes, but what I want to know is what it would

have cost you to take out a 12 or 24 month hedge in
January 1999?89. I am sorry, but could you start with the last
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We are back to the basic pointone.

that the Government insures itself. It does not hedge.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I am sorry, I do not think I can

96. I should love to know, if it is possible to get abecause I am trying to hold in my head the answers
comparator of what it might have cost. Could youto the questions as youwent through. If Imay answer also find out whether there was any advice? I shouldyou in order. First, and it is important to try to be very grateful.reassure the Committee against any charge of an (Sir Kevin Tebbit) I can tell you that there was nouneven playing field, that the figures we used on the advice.5public sector comparator were on the conservative

side rather than the reverse. The current Treasury 97. I should like to ask Mr Webber about the
guidancewill say that for projects of £100million and refinancing. You said in an earlier answer that you
over we should use a 35% figure as the cost overrun were sure you would have to talk to the MOD. Is it
risk allowance. We were using figures lower than right that the MOD do not have any rights until year
that, so we were certainly not trying to make things 15? Is that the case?
look less favourable to the public sector comparator. (Mr Webber) There is no specific clause in this
We could have loaded higher figures in and still have project which says we must share the refinancing
been within the current Treasury guidance in their gains we make. There is an overarching clause which
Green Book. We could go through this in some would catch refinancing gains called a value for

money clause which strikes after year 15.detail, but there would be no way of substantiating a
Notwithstanding that, if we were to try to replace thecharge that we were trying to go for higher figures to
existing senior debt in this company, we would stillmake it look less attractive. On the second point, we
have to go and ask for their approval and indeedhave already discussed the bond issue: the question
make changes to the documentation. It is most likely,of whether there was a point at which there was a
as other Departments are doing at the moment, thatbond which was £25 million cheaper is hypothesis
they will turn round to us and say that inbased on a diVerent case. On the third point about
consideration for allowing us to raise more money,the reply from the Minister, the problem there was
they would like to receive some of the gains.solely that the actual amount of cash that will go out

over the whole 30 years of the project is dependent on
5 Note by witness: During the evidence I was asked by thea large number of diVerent factors, none of which can
Committee about hedging, in particular about techniquesbe precisely identified. Since you pressed for an
used in assessing the risk from January 1999 toMay 2000 andanswer, we gave you an answer which said we will
about the advice, if any, that the department had received. Inassume inflation is 2.5% over that period. It would response, I said that it was not Government policy to hedge

gross up very easily and arithmetically to that figure. and I stand by that statement. I would however add that to
have hedged against the financing risk associated with bankIt has no greater validity than that. One has to make
versus bond finance would have involved the purchase of ana judgement about what is value for money at a
‘interest rate swap’ option. This was not examined in detailparticular point in time. All the time we are facing
at the time, as it would have been againstGovernment policythose sorts of diYculties of forecasting into the future because use of such financial instruments does not generally

and making a judgement about a project. That is provide value formoney. In any case, I understand that there
was no market for a deal of this size at the time.what we did in this case.
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98. Do you have any idea how that share would 105. If the overall project is £750million, am I right

in saying that the costs of financing the £550 millionbreak down? Fifty/fifty would be good.
amount to £200 million to use a round figure?(Mr Webber) I think we need to be quite clear.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) That must be about right.(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We should like to be bolder

than that. 106. So the £62 million diVerence is very easy to
(MrWebber) That has been under debate for some calculate: it is one third, an error of one third was

time between OGC and Treasury and the current made in the original estimate, or there was a change
market norm is expected to become 30%. Clearly that in the interest rates, because £62 million is one third
has not yet been established. I should say that this of £200 million which was the eventual cost.
financing is a fixed rate financing. Just like the bond (Sir Kevin Tebbit) I think that must be right over
would have been a fixed rate term of the project, this that 18-month period, yes.
bank debt is also a fixed rate. I should underline this

107. I do not think it was too diYcult forpoint, that there is not as much refinancing upside as
somebody behind you to have calculated that. Itsome people might perceive, because it is bank debt
came to me in an instant and I am sure it did toand still fixed so the amounts are not necessarily as
somebody behind you.significant as might be believed.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) You probably find it a lot easier99. I want to ask about the fees. You said earlier up here than I do.that 1.2% of the net present value of the contract
108. Perhaps it is easier sitting where I am thanwas typical.

where you are. The fact of the matter is that the(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes.
financing of this scheme is not only conceptually

100. Did you mean by that for the whole gamut of distinct, it is also a totally diVerent process in
fees across the whole project? practice. This is why we are particularly interested in
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes, looking across the cost of how this was financed and the £200 million costs of

PFI financed projects. financing a £550million scheme was obviously a very
large proportion, probably about 40%. It is a huge101. Was that more or less irrespective of the size
proportion. I was intrigued about the public sectorof the contract, give or take? Or not?
comparator. I passed a note to the Treasury, but they(Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, it was not as precise as that.
are unable to answer me. Perhaps somebody mightI would not like to start quoting the others. For these
be able to answer. The diVerence in cost had thesorts of PFI accommodation projects.
money been provided through the Public Works

102. I shall give you an example. The Treasury Loan Board. What we have done, by the sound of it,
building bond was £140 million and the fees were is gone onto the market and borrowed the whole
nearly £10 million, about 4.7% in total. Even as a £550 million at a fixed rate of interest for 30 years,
percentage of the net present value of the contract, which must be about the most expensive way of
which was £169 million, that is still a lot more than borrowing money that one could devise. I do not
1.2%. Is it possible that you could supply some know who made that decision, but the public sector
comparators, small, medium and large, to comparator presumably, although I cannot see the
substantiate that? I am not saying you are wrong. figures here easily, must have calculated the
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I do not want to comment about diVerence in borrowing money from the Public

any other Departments. Works Loan Board.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) The point is that it is the103. Especially not the Treasury. I should be

company which was borrowing the money and theinterested to see some comparators across a range of
proposition which we accept is that it is the companyprojects, small, medium, large, perhaps public/
which is putting its own money at risk, therefore it isprivate.
the private sector partner who has the incentive to(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I could give you them for the
use the money that it has raised more eYciently.Ministry of Defence.6 If you wanted them more

generally, we should have to ask for the assistance of 109. With due respect, I am talking about the
the NAO. public sector comparator. I am predisposed to go
Mr Bacon: It would be nice to have a good range. with the public sector. I think that civil servants and

Thank you very much. No further questions. the Government are predisposed to go with the
private sector, so there may be an ideological
diVerence between us. I accept eventually it is decided
by the facts of the case. The facts of the case whichJon Trickett
we have been told are that the public sector104. I am afraid I am going to ask more questions comparator was £100,000 more out of £750 millionabout the financing. It strikes me that the project than the private sector. An intriguing diVerence.itself is round about £550 million, the building costs, What I am asking is this: of the £750 million £200running costs, operating costs subsequently. Is that million were financing costs. If we had said to theabout right? builder, you get on with the building and running the

(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes, that is about right. building and we are going to finance it through the
Public Works Loan Board, what would be the

6 Note by witness: Fees vary from one PFI project to another diVerence in cost? What would be the diVerence in
depending on the complexity and the in-house knowledge cost? I know for a fact that there is a huge diVerencethat has been gained. The average for a sample of MOD

between long-term borrowing, everybody round theprojects with a total value (NPV) of less than £25million was
table must know, and Public Works Loan Board.1.74%; for projects between £25–£50 million was 1.43%; and

for projects over £50 million was 1.6%. What is the diVerence? Can anybody tell me?
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(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I am afraid I am not informed 117. Just coming back to the Comptroller and

Auditor General for a minute, the diVerence betweenabout the Public Works Loan Board. It is not a
source of finance which is available to theMinistry of 7.8% over 30 years on £550 million and 6% is an

enormous amount of money. I am trying toDefence. I do not know whether it is to anybody
else.7 understand where I can identify the diVerence in

financing costs and whether wemight well have done
110. I just want to know how the public sector better from the public sector even though this

comparator was constructed? Do we assume the Government may well be ideologically predisposed
same financing costs? not to do such a thing.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) 6% is the figure which is used in (Sir John Bourn) That calculation could certainly

all cases for calculating the public sector comparator. be made.
That is the Treasury discount rate.

118. Where would I find that calculation in this(Sir John Bourn) Perhaps we can help here.
document?(Mr Colman) This is a frightfully technical issue.
(Sir John Bourn) The document is done by the

111. And huge amounts of money are involved. Treasury rules for calculating the public sector
(Mr Colman) Indeed there are. The fact is that the comparator. The document brings out “Don’t rely

methodologywhich Treasury prescribe for the public on the public sector comparator to determine your
sector comparator does not explicitly include the judgement”, but if the Committee would find it
public sector borrowing costs. You might think the helpful, we could certainly make the hypothetical
purpose of the calculation is to show whether the calculation.8
benefits of the PFI approach exceed the extra

119.We are talking about huge amounts ofmoney,financing costs; you might think that is the purpose
absolutely huge amounts of money. Whateverof the calculation. It is not in fact what that
anybody else’s ideological position round the table is,calculation does. The calculation uses a standardised
at the end of the day one’s decisions are based on thediscount rate of 6% which is not directly related to
facts rather than simply an ideologicalborrowing costs. To answer your question: the
predisposition. I personally should be very interestedcalculation could be done of the impact of financing
to see how that calculation is done and what thethis at a lower rate, but that is not what emerges from
diVerence in price might be. I want tomove on to onethe public sector comparator.
other sub-set of questions around the same kinds of

112. Just so I understand. What is the finance cost issues to do with the costing of risk. No, I shall come
which was eventually fixed at 6% then?What did you back to that. I shall change tack for a minute. Were
borrow on, Mr Webber? the contractors aware of the public sector
(Mr Webber) We borrowed at an average of 7.8% comparator prices, the £750-ish million?

or something like that. (Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, no.

113. You borrowed at 7.8%. You say it was an 120. At no stage were they made aware of it?
average but you fixed the price on day one. Who (Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, not at all. That is why I said
decided it should be fixed over a 30-year period?Why it was an accidental coincidence. They get the base
did you borrow long term on a fixed rate? costs but not the other. I think what you are actually
(MrWebber) We were raising long-term funds for arguing is that we should have raised this money by

which we wanted to fix our risk on the interest rate. gilts at the price the Government can oVer money
rather than in the market. That is the basic

114. You decided to borrow fixed over the long proposition.
term.

121. I am not arguing anything. I am predisposed(MrWebber) We did and that is common practice.
to believe that would be the cheapest way of

115. It is also common practice to take advantage borrowing money.
of market changes in the costs of borrowing money. (Sir Kevin Tebbit) What I am saying is that the
Seven point 8% strikes me as quite high. company raising money in the market therefore took
(Mr Webber) As we were discussing earlier, over on the risk. The proposition is that the private sector

the 16months beforehand rates had gone up and that partner, as a result of that risk, has to deliver
was precisely the problem. eYciencies which more than oVset the increased cost

of borrowing by the route they take. That is the116. What could you borrow it at today?
argument about better value for money.(Mr Webber) I suspect the rates have come down

again slightly, but I do not knowwhat the precise rate 122. With all due respect, I understand the
will be. This is the point: they are volatile and argument that the public sector does not know how
therefore with a long-term asset and long-term to build as eYciently as the private sector or to
income it is best for companies such as ourselves with project manage, but this company took no risk at all
a high amount of debt in them, therefore quite with financing this debt because on day one theywent
fragile, to lock into the known cost of interest. to the market, borrowed the whole amount of

money, aVected the interest rate being charged in the
spot market on that day by operating in a way which7 Note by witness: The total financing costs, calculated relative

to the Treasury discount rate of 6% in real terms, amount to I regard as inept and secured the whole of the debt for
approximately £185 million of the total project cash flow. the whole of the period. So the private sector took no
This figure reflects both the equity return and the interest risk at all. The price was fixed.
cost thatModus pay to their third party funders and excludes
the impact of interest paid on cash balances and the

8 Ev 21-23repayment of outstanding principal.
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(Sir Kevin Tebbit) But the ability to repay depends well. He is incentivised in order to do it on time, so he

gets the money when he needs it and he is fixed withupon the stream of cash from the Ministry of
Defence and if that does not come they will be — all sorts of other performance criteria. Therefore he

really does need to deliver eYciencies in order to
123. The public sector took a hit of £60-odd make money on his contract. The proposition of

million as a consequence of that decision. I should be going for the private finance route is that the
interested to see how the figures we have asked for eYciencies which flow from these incentives and risks
turn out. I want to move on to one other thing which on the private sector outweigh such additional cost of
is this business of risk taking by going to the public borrowing thatmight arise. Those additional costs of
sector. You talked about the Monte Carlo borrowing are often going to be there anyway, even
simulation, but I rather think the reference to risk is if we use conventional procurement because you go
in this Table 9, where we are adding millions of to a contractor, you ask him to build you a building,
pounds to the public sector price to rig it eVectively he will still be borrowing money in the market and
to put the job out to the private sector. In paragraph you will not know exactly how he has built that into
2.50 it says that you were working to guidance partly his price.
laid down by The Cabinet OYce EYciency Unit, but Jon Trickett: I do accept some of the points you
in fact barely any data was available onwhich to base are making. Just reflecting on the debate about
the risk calculations. There were only two MOD financing costs, it strikes me that there are three
refurbishment projects on which to base any kind of separate rates of interest: one is long-term fixed,
estimate and there was a huge diVerence in the cost which would be the highest, most expensive money
overruns between the two. It actually says, and you you could borrow from the banks; one is the bank
have agreed to this, that there was a lack of rate itself which is less; then—I was using the Public
comparative data on redevelopments. So these Works LoanBoard simply because I amaware that is
figures here, which add up to £102million loading the a publicly available figure—any way in which money
dice against the public sector, are based on might be available to the Department from the
inadequate information. Would you comment on Treasury in the conventional way. It would be
that assertion of mine? interesting if we could be shown the diVerences in the
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We did obviously look at savings which might be made by using each method

whatever other comparators we had; certainly within of borrowing, if we may?
theMinistry ofDefencewe had relatively few.We did Chairman: Perhaps the National Audit OYce
use information from other Government might advise us.
Departments. As I have already explained, we did Jon Trickett: Building on the points we have
not use risk factors which were weighted heavily already agreed.
according to the Treasury Green Book. We were
using pretty competitive risk factors, if you like. We
did sample many projects, but one can always wish

Mr Jonesfor more. At the bottom of all this, there is this basic
issue of saying that if every project were done using 126. Sir Kevin, I share with you a little of the
Government finance we would end up essentially frustration that you are getting a rough time when if
renationalising or nationalising the whole economy. you look at the contents page of this Report it says,

“The deal givesMODwhat it set out to procure” and124. That sounds like a good idea to me, but that
“After an eVective procurement the benefits of thisis another subject. It used to be in clause 4 of our
deal will be similar in cost to the forecast cost ofParty at one time but somebody moved it. On
conventional procurement” and the “Contractreflection, I regret the fact that we took clause 4 out.
management has been good”. It is a reasonableThe penultimate sentence in this paragraph talks
project from what I can see, but there are one or twoabout two MOD refurbishment projects, “... these
issues I should like to take up. One is Table 12 onhad been subject to very diVerent degrees of cost
page 27, which we talked a little bit about earlier. Ioverruns”. I think you said the Treasury were saying
am looking at the graph in the middle where at theyou should use a 35%overrun, which is really loading
time Modus were made the preferred bidder theirthe dice against the public sector. You have gone for
estimated price was £25 million less than the publicfigures lower than that.
sector comparator. In the negotiations which(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Lower than that.
followed that £25 million disappeared and in fact

125. Could you tell us what the variations were in another £4million disappeared because their price on
the two projects which you were able to use? the final day initially was £4 million above the public

sector comparator. Can you explain where that £29(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I am not sure that I can. Onewas
million went? Is not one of the lessons we can takethe Old War OYce building which substantially
from this that the public sector will underestimateoverran. We have to be frank about this. The history
initially in order to become the preferred bidder andof conventionally procured building projects in
win the business?Government has not been marked with success.

There was a large overrun in the Old War OYce (Sir Kevin Tebbit) First, of course the contractor
project which was finished in about 1992; several did not knowwhat the comparator was.What we are
hundred %, I have to tell you. In the good old days referring to here is the extra cost of work on the
of public finance we were not necessarily that building which became evident when various surveys
brilliant at this. I come back to the proposition here. were undertaken. They showed in more intensive
The contractor does have his money at risk. He examination, once we got a preferred bidder and he
depends on the payments coming from the Ministry could do more work, just how bad things were. We

did not just leave it to him to tell us that these extraof Defence which will only happen if he performs
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costs were there, we had them independently verified. a particular defined area, then that can be done on an

indefinite basis. We would not have any concerns asThey were involving things like the water supply
system, which we were told was going to give us to whether it was five, 10 or 15 years or whatever was

commercially advantageous. It is designed tohealth and safety problems in a big order, things like
the amount of asbestos which was found in the continue to give us the flexibility to drive down our

numbers in Head OYce.9building, the overall quality of the roof, basically the
structure which could not have been established 130. Of course numbers may need to rise becausewithout intrusive surveys which could only be done of circumstances. We had the situation at GCHQonce you had a preferred bidder. Those are the main where numbers were trimmed back and now arecategories. I could give you a much more detailed beginning to rise a little.breakdown: we do have them category by category of (Sir Kevin Tebbit) It is not impossible, but I wouldwhere the extra cost came from. hope we did not have to do that in Head OYce. The
127. You have just said again that at no time did whole way of networking information, the whole

the bidder know what the public sector comparator way in which IT is going, should enable us to put a
was and yet you told us earlier that on the final day cap on that. We do now have this third building. I
you had to get them to come down £4 million. Did should have said at one point that a further argument
you then tell them on the day? which has emerged in its favour is essentially a
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) On that very final day I suspect security argument. After 11 September, the idea that

somebodymust have said you have to come down by we might need to be somewhere else, not necessarily
£4 million otherwise you could be over it. I think that just in two buildings next door to each other, is a
was right in the very, very final moments of the consideration. It is not an overriding consideration,
negotiation. but it is another factor which has occurred to us. The

third building is quite useful for other purposes too.

131. You have just answered my final questionChairman
relating to paragraph 10 on page 3. You rejected

128. I can see a rueful smile on your left. locating Head OYce either elsewhere in London or
(Mr Webber) It was not a particularly pleasant on a greenfield site. I was going to ask whether that

experience. The sponsors had spent £10 million decision would have been the same post 11
getting to that day and on the final day they were told September?
to reduce their price otherwise the deal would not (Sir Kevin Tebbit) The fact that we do have that
take place that day. It was a tricky morning. third building has been reinforced as a benefit since

then.

Mr Jones

129. May I take you to page 11 of the Report and Mr Jenkins
paragraph 1.16. It says, “MOD’s staYng

132. Coming so late in the proceedings most of therequirements are likely to change over time . . . it
questions I had pending have already been asked.requiresModus to undertake an annual review of the
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) But they may not have beenuse of accommodation. If MOD gives up complete

answered. I can try again.floors, Modus is allowed to rent out whole floors of
Main Building to others, subject to MOD’s veto on 133. Mr Jones just mentioned a point which I have
who its co-tenants might be”. Does that mean that always found rather strange and no-one has come up
each year Modus would look at what with an answer yet. When you look at providing
accommodation you were using, say that floor is oYce space in central London, which is one of the
empty, and then can they only lease that out to most expensive and diYcult places to refurbish
another organisation for one year? anything, why do we do it and why have we not
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, they can lease that out relocated something like this to Coventry or

indefinitely. The point here is that we have come Plymouth or somewhere outside? Why are we still
down from about 13,500 people in London in the pouring money into central London when we know
early 1990s to the figure we have now of about half how expensive it is to get the work done in central
of that. I do not regard the figure we are intending to London?
come down to, 4,300 Head OYce staV, as a fixed (Sir Kevin Tebbit) I take the point. We will always
figure. This is going to continue to move and we shall need our headquarters in central London as long as
need to sustain value for money throughout and bear we need to have very close links with Number 10, the
down on Head OYce costs. Hence the clause in the Foreign OYce, central Whitehall buildings. We are
contract, which says firstly that we need to monitor an international department. A lot of visitors come
very carefully just how much space people need and to see us. We are having visitors either way, whether
secondly as and when we can release chunks of space it is in the Department of State or whether it is in the
so we should do so, will reduce the cost we pay, less Chiefs of StaV Headquarters which are in the one
than the £55 million a year, and provide building, we are co-located. Also our crisis
opportunities for somebody else to come in who will management facilities are in the basement of the
pay Modus. We would insist on security vetting to building which are continuing throughout this
make sure that the people who came in were
essentially Government Departments; that is what it 9 Note by witness: This means that Modus would be paid
will boil down to. That is why we have that flexibility indirectly by the new tenant. In practice, under the contract,
into the contract. Each year this has to be looked at. the new tenant would pay a rent toMODwhowould in turn

pay Modus.If it is decided that there is ability to release a floor or
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period. Therefore it is not really an option for us not (Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, not as part of this project.

We have done that separately. I really would notto be in central London. It is where we do need to be.
want you to get the impression that we have not beenHowever, you are quite right, 10 years ago we had 32
moving out of London. We have been doing it in abuildings in London; now we are coming down to
big way.three. We do deserve some marks for eVort. We had
Mr Jenkins: Mr Mitchell has been sitting verymore than 13,000 staV in central London: we are now

quietly there at the end. I do not like anyone to feelcoming down to 5,000. I see this as a moving picture.
they have wasted their time coming here. I bet youWe have made major relocations outside London,
are quite glad you do not have to go through this onBath, Bristol, York, whichwas themost recent place.
a regular basis. What would you think is anWe are located throughout the country.We still have
acceptable rate of return on a project like this one?91,000 civil servants; we used to have 100,000. With
(Mr Mitchell) At the time this deal was enteredthe change in the role of DERA, that has gone down

into it was about 17%. That is about where theto 91,000. The number in London, 5,000 of those
market was at that time.91,000, and they are just the civil servants. With the

Armed Forces it is many more, so this is not a high 138. 17% was the rate of return. Is that normal in
proportion. this type of project?

(Mr Mitchell) It has probably dropped oV a little134. This is a break point, this is where you could
bit since then, but it has been higher than that in thehave made the final decision. You still have the Old
very early stages.War OYce building for your PR and your

entertainment. I have a thing on my desk now which 139. If it ran substantially over 17%, at what point
is quitemarvellous. I switch it on and I receive a letter would you feel you were in a position where you are
on the screen which has been typed in my totally embarrassed and you feel you would have to
constituency. I can adjust it, press a button and it is give some back to these people who negotiated this
printed for me to sign and send oV. I have this other deal?
thing onmy desk as well which I can pick up and talk (Mr Mitchell) One does not embarrass very easily
to somebody. I am in constant communication and about these things.
they do not need to be here, in fact I would not want 140. I bet not.them to be here because I can get a much higher (Mr Mitchell) It has been mentioned that there iscalibre of labour for the money I pay out of London this clause around year 15 that if the terms go upthan I could in London. beyond a certain point then there is an automatic
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) You are right; we are finding the sharing with the authority.

same thing. We are doing it—we are doing it—but I
141. If in the first 15 years you made 40% return,am not able to promise that we shall be able to leave

but after year 15, due to the refurbishment of theLondon completely, especially as Parliament is likely
building, the return dropped to 20%, you would notto be here for a while as well.
be too embarrassed about that.

135. This was a point where you could have taken (MrMitchell) In year 15 one would recalculate the
an extra building out of London and I thinkwe could total return, taking into account the past as well, that
have got much better value for money, yet I see no is how the mechanics work.
figures to show you evaluated that possibility. Did

142. So there are expectations then, hypotheticallyyou do the exercise?
of course.(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We did an investment appraisal
(Mr Mitchell) We would hope so and we wouldfor that third building in St George’s Court and we

have to share it with you if we do make these superfound that it was better value for money to stay
returns.where we are, as it happens in central London, but we

got a very good deal on the building. That makes it 143. When you were beaten down on the last day
worth while. Over a five-year period, we are getting by £4 million just to come under the figure already
£17 million value by staying in that building. It is a set, did you know that figure?
very, very advantageous renegotiation of the lease. (MrMitchell) I was not withModus on the day the
The St George’s Court building is there purely and deal was signed. I have joined since, so I cannot
simply because it is more cost eVective to be there in comment on that.
London as it happens, notwithstanding the security

144. Did Modus have access to that figure beforeargument I have also made, which helps. It is better they got the price down to that level?value for money than it would be to have it anywhere Chairman: There is a lady in the second rowelse in the country. shaking her head.
Mr Jenkins: I am obviously talking to the wrong136. So you did not actually do it for the Main

person here.Building.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) I am all in favour of you cross-(Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, not for the main

checking what I said with the company. We did notheadquarters. We could not move our crisis
share this information with them until that very, verymanagement facilities withoutmajor, major, very big
last endgame moment.cost implications. That is underneath the building.
(Mr Webber) I was there and did not knowWe need to have a central staV somewhere and

specifically what the figure was which we had to beat.central London happens to be where we need to be.
We were told that unless we reduced our prices the

137. Are you refurbishing this underground crisis deal would not close that day. We contemplated
going away that day, but at that point the sponsorscentre?
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had spent four, five, six years working on the 150. We do not know what wage rates are going to

be for 30 years, so that is a bit of a risk, is it not?transaction and had spent at least £10 million if not
more, therefore after four or five hours of discussion (Mr Mitchell) It is a risk.
amongst the shareholders, we decided that although 151. You have to accept there is that risk. I
we did not particularly like that tactic, on the day, understand that now. Technology changes, but
having completed all that work, we did give back technology changes normally result in the reduction
some value to the MOD. of operatives in any location, so you may have some

extra space and you are going to have to re-let that145. I ask because in the briefing paper we
space.receive—and you probably do not have access to it—
(Mr Mitchell) Yes, if it is not required by thethe NAO say that this emphasis enabled theMOD to

authority.negotiate a price reduction of £4 million on the day
the deal was closed as they insisted the final price 152. That is a good risk, is it not, to re-let space in
should be below the £746.2 million benchmark. a secure environment? Do you think you can let that
(Mr Hoyle) It was myself and the lady in the space readily?

second row who engineered this. We did not actually (Mr Mitchell) The only other prospective tenants
give them a figure to beat. We just invited them to are likely to be Government Departments, so it is not
reduce their price on the final day. They made one a free market letting situation because of the
oVer after several hours. It was not quite suYcient security impacts.
and we thought we could get a bit more so we asked 153. It is dependent on other Governmentthem to try again. Departments coming in.

(Mr Mitchell) The tenants would have to be146. I can understand that you can give signals
approved and it is unlikely that the authority wouldwithout intending to, but as long as they did not have
wish to share its Main Building with people who areaccess to that figure . . .We needed to clarify that and
not secure.you have clarified it. The only other point I was to

labour is the risk. I should like to identify what the 154. May I suggest, hypothetically of course, that
risk is which you undertake. As has been established, if I were in a position as your letting agent and I could
you have borrowed all the money now, so there is no let it to someone but the Department said no, I must
risk on borrowing the money for the next 30 years. let it to a secure individual such as a Government
He has put that in his bank account and he is going Department, I would hold my hands up and say it
to pay it out as the project goes on. The cost of the was not part of the original deal. This is a risk which
building is a risk and there is a possible cost of was not my risk. It was not calculated. I could not
overruns on the building. Are you familiar with the calculate this risk. You have imposed this risk on me
PFI deals which have been done in the Health so I want compensation to accept that condition
Service? now.
(Mr Mitchell) Yes. (MrMitchell) That is highly unlikely. The contract

is clear that we can only sub-let this to people147. You are well aware that we almost have a PFI approved by the authority. We entered into thisconsortium now where builders get together. contract with that clear in our minds.
(Mr Mitchell) I am not aware of that.

155. So there is a definite risk on you.
148. What it basically boils down to is that in the (Mr Mitchell) Yes, there would be risk there.

past when there was a contract, when you had a
156. This partnership has to work as far as you areproblem you sent for the architect and told the

concerned.architect that it looked quite nice but if you had it
(Mr Mitchell) Yes.wood panelled and gold plated it would take a little

longer and cost a little more and of course the 157. If youmess them about in the early years, they
architect whowas being paid a percentage of the final can mess you about later on.
cost, said it was a good idea, he had not thought of (MrMitchell) In order for this to work we have to
that and the price went up and time went on. The trust each other, be open with each other and not
more they could load on, the better. The architect mess each other around otherwise it becomes
nodded it through and oV they went. Now you have impossible.
to come in on time. All our PFIs are coming in on
time because it costs the firm money if they do not
make it. There is very little risk with regard to the Mr Davidson
overruns. Unless you have underestimated the 158. You indicated unhappiness earlier on at
structural elements, you are going to come in on time, getting a hard time on some points as though you
are you not? wanted praise all the time. I see that you have a KCB
(MrMitchell) Yes, we would expect to come in on and a CMG. You have had a fair bit of

time giving that risk to our contractor and making congratulation altogether. I am not sure whether that
sure that he manages that risk. That is where the is a complete set or there are more to come if you
change is from traditional procurement. The PFI do well?
contractor is able to manage the risk and it is his own (Sir Kevin Tebbit) I was not talking about me
responsibility to sort out the problems. personally, I was talking about the project.
149. The contract runs over 30 years, so you have 159. No, it was “I want a bit of a pat on the back”.

to maintain this for 30 years. As you know, the role of the PAC is a concept with
which theMODmight very well be familiar, which is(Mr Mitchell) Yes.
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to bayonet thewounded.We are here to pursue issues 166. No, no, no. That is not the question I am
rather than simply hand out congratulations. I am asking you. I am asking specifically about intrusive
sure you can understand why we are a trifle cynical surveys.
when we discover that huge amounts of money have (Sir Kevin Tebbit) It costs money to do intrusive
been spent, enormous investigations have been surveys. It cost the bidders lots of money to do
undertaken and it ends up that the private sectorwins intrusive surveys, so it adds to the costs.
by £100,000. You can understand that looks a trifle

167. Lots of money. After an intrusive survey £37suspicious at best, can you not?
million of additional work was discovered.(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes and I have just tried to
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes.explain throughout the hearing why that is

unfounded. 168. I should have thought that was fairly
substantial. Do you not think that if competition is160. Can you tell me whether or not the MOD,
such a good thing, a bit of competition between thehaving gone through all this exercise and reached the
last two bidders about their bid before the intrusivefinal decision making day, have ever walked away
surveys and after the intrusive surveys would havefrom anything?
held the lid on the cost of work discovered after the(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We do walk away from things,
intrusive survey?of course.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) These are perfectly normal

161. Can you tell me which PFI deals you walked techniques which would be true of a conventional
away from? procurement as well as a PFI. There is a hugely
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) This was the pathfinder, biggest increased bid cost if you get both companies or

PFI project we had. I am not aware of particular PFI consortia doing these surveys. There is also a great
deals which we walked away from. I have just been deal of dislocation to the building and disruption of
told that there is one called Project Waldorf.10 work. It is perfectly normal to wait until you have a

preferred bidder and then this is part of the processThe Committee suspended from 17.50 to 18.00 for a
which goes between there and the final contract. Thedivision in the House.
point I was making earlier was that I can
demonstrate to you that those costs were absolutely162. May I return to the point about the anxiety

many of us feel about the diVerence between the genuine, were necessary and would have been found
private sector build and the public sector comparator by any winning bidder at that stage. In other words
being only a handful of thousands? It just looks too it was not just Modus —
good to be true, does it not?

169. That is an interesting point. They would have(Sir Kevin Tebbit) It really is just that: it looks too
been found by any bidder had they investigated.close. May I come back very quickly with one or two
Presumably the advantage of competition is that itsimple points around that. This was a range, it is a
might have driven down the costs that the biddersbenchmarking tool, it was never a real figure.
estimated as being necessary to remedy that work.

163. You agreed this Report. Youmust at one stage or another have taken your car
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes and I am not disagreeing along to a garage for a certain quote and suddenly

and I am sure the NAO will bear this out. The found out later on that enormous costs were going to
competition was not actually between Modus and be incurred which they had never mentioned to you
the public sector comparator, it was between a before.
number of private sector companies and consortia (Sir Kevin Tebbit) In terms of meeting the
whowere vyingwith each other to provide and towin specifications and in terms of cost, the lead this
a competition. particular consortium had over the next one was

suYciently large for it still to be ahead anyway.164. There are two separate choke points then, are
there not? There is a competition between the 170. That is an interesting point. You are satisfied
diVerent contractors and Modus were successful that you were still getting the cheapest bidder, but
there with a bid which was £44 million lower than without competition for the additional work you
their competitors and then later on it negotiated cannot be satisfied that you were getting the cheapest
upward by some £37 million as a result of other possible bid.
things which were found. (Sir Kevin Tebbit) I was still satisfied that we were
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) All contractors would have getting value for money. The mathematics are very

found those costs. simple; they were £40-odd million lower.
165. The point was made that intrusive surveys 171. Stop evading the questions I ask you. If I ask

could only be done when you had a single approved you a question about something, I prefer to have anbidder. Why? answer to that question and not to a question I did
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) People were working in these not ask.

buildings. The point here is that we were satisfied — (Sir Kevin Tebbit) I am sorry, I did not answer your
questions about my medals either. I shall try to

10 Note by witness:MODwould not normally walk away from remember that.
any PFI once a project had achieved Initial Gate approval in
the evaluation and approval process. As far as we are aware, 172. Now, now. No need to get upset. I did ask:
MOD has withdrawn from one PFI competition after how can you know that the additional £37 millionreaching the preferred bidder stage and this related to a

was the keenest price available when nobody else wasrecent project—Project Waldorf—for the provision of
Service Family Quarters in Northern Ireland. in a position to give a quote for that?
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(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Because they claimed £60 183. What evidence did they have for that on the

basis of your past experience?million and we agreed to £37 million. In other words,
we used an independent method of beating down the (Sir Kevin Tebbit) None. Our past experience
claim they put in and that is how we were satisfied which I was referring to was that we often fail to
that the £37 million was a fair and final figure. proceed with projects where our Investments

Approval Board at an earlier stage says it is not173. How do you know that had there not been
worth doing it or we will not do it like this.another bidder, that £37million would not have been

reduced further? 184. At an earlier stage.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) That is what we have our (Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes.

advisers for. That is why we have the technical team
185. Once you had got to the stage we had reachedadvising us.

here, there had never been an occasion when you
174. Could you repeat that figure for me? The actually said “No, I’m away”.

contractors were originally saying that the additional (Sir Kevin Tebbit) We only conclude deals when
work cost how much? they are value for money.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Sixty million.

186. Yes; quite. May I turn to the point which was175. As soon as they discover that they are not
made earlier on about the contracting work? It seemsunder competitive pressures, their bids are overstated
to me, looking at this, that a lot of the contractingby quite a substantial amount. Do you understand
work has been done far better than it could have beenwhy that gives me cause for some anxiety?
done elsewhere. The diYculty I have is with the cost(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Not at all; it is perfectly normal of providing the finance. I do not quite understandto have non-competitive tendering in all sorts of why it was that we were not able in some way toareas and the way in which we make sure that value marry the undoubted construction and technical andfor money is achieved for the taxpayer is by having management skills of the contractors with the lowerexpert technical advisers who challenge those figures, cost of money from the public sector, which wouldwhich is what we did. have been available through the Public Works

176. May I ask about the process of the final day, Loan Board.
which is of some interest to all of us? Can you tell me (Sir Kevin Tebbit) This was the company
whether or not at that stage the MOD had ever borrowing money to build a building. They had to
walked away from a PFI which had got to this stage, borrow the money at market rates rather than
had got to the final day, or were you so locked in essentially at Treasury rates, the rate the
eVectively, politically—with a small “p”—and Government can borrow at, because they were
everything else, that you tried to negotiate taking on risk. That is the reason for the diVerence.
downwards but you were stuck with taking what was The taxpayer would otherwise be bearing the risk. If
on oVer? the taxpayer provided the money at the lowest
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) No. The factual answer to your possible rate, at gilt rates, that would mean that the

question is no, we have not walked away from a PFI taxpayer was bearing the risk of this project instead
on the last day like that. It is a bit of a tautologous of the company bearing the risk.
thing because if it is the last day how do you know it

187. May I just clarify that? I can see that if theis if you walk away from it? If you just walk away it
taxpayer provides the money, the taxpayer is thenwould not have been the last day.
running the risk of interest movements and so on, but

177. Yes, that is a good one. Have you ever walked they are not necessarily bearing the risk of
away from anything? Can you tell me about a construction or similar things.
contract before that? (Sir Kevin Tebbit) The great virtue of this to me is
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes, we often do. The point is that we make one unitary payment of £55 million. If

we have — there is cost overrun that is the contractor’s problem.
If they do not finish on time, that is the contractor’s178. How often? How often? How often?
problem. If they do not deliver the services to us, we(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Many times.
deduct penalties according to the formula in the

179. No; how many? Report.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) More times than I can possibly

recount. The point is we have — 188. Fine; I am happy with all that.
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) That is the risk they are taking180. Could we have a note on that?

in the market.(Sir Kevin Tebbit) No —
189. I understand that.181. What do you mean, “no”?
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) They also have an incentive to(Sir Kevin Tebbit) You must allow me to answer

be eYcient and to build the thing on time, whichyour question.
often does not happen through other procurement

182. It is a fairly simple and straightforward methods.
question. I am seeking to clarify whether or not it was

190. I understand. Mr Webber, may I clarifyreasonable for the contractors to believe that there
was a possibility of losing the arrangement by you whether or not, instead of going to the market at
finally saying that you were not accepting that and 7.8%, you would have preferred to have had money
you were away. in some way from the Public Works Loan Board or

whatever money was available at that time? Which(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes; indeed that is what they felt
on that last day, that we would have walked away. one would you have chosen?
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(MrWebber)We are getting to the root of PFI here 198. That is what I thought. Does it make any

diVerence to what you do over a longer period, overand that is a question of whether you want us to raise
the money and take the disciplines of private sector the period of this whole contract?
money and the way in which it manages contracts. In (Mr Mitchell) Provided the same discipline is
abstract, I suppose if we can borrow the cheapest attached to both sets of money, it makes no
amount of money available, then we would. But we diVerence.
are not a gilts quality borrower, so there is no way we 199. So there was a way of financing this projectcould do so. which would have been a substantial saving to the

public sector had the Treasury allowed it.191. But the Government are.
(MrMitchell) If the Treasury had allowed it, but I(Mr Webber) Yes.

cannot —
192. Had you produced a profile of your spending

200. Indeed you cannot. I think my point is made.plans, produced in some way an indication of how
(MrWebber) The Treasury would have to employmuch money you wanted and when and then

a lot of people to apply those disciplines to that potpresented that to the Treasury and the Treasury
of money.arranged the borrowing for you so that the
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) The other way of putting it is:construction side of things, which you seem to have

would the taxpayer be happy if there were costhandled very well, was separated from the financing
overruns, in other words if those risks were borne byside of things, where you seem to have overpaid,
the taxpayer, just to fork out the extra money? Thatwould that not have been the best of all possible
is the real issue.worlds?

(MrWebber) In arithmetic terms, yes, but it would 201. I must confess I do not see that as being the
have de-linked the sense of capital and ownership alternative. It is not beyond the wit of our oYcers to
and proper risk and return from the transaction and devise a contract whichmeans that the building risks,
ultimately that pushes you back to an older the construction risks continue to fall on the
fashioned method of procurement which is the contractor and that the financing risks are borne in a
Government using its own resources to pay for these diVerent way.
things and facing the direct risk of overruns or errors (Mr Glicksman) We would not permit an
or whatever. arrangement whereby the Government, whether

through the Department or through the Treasury or193. Surely you as a construction firm and other
any other means, lent money to a private sector firmthings must on occasions take contracts which are
at the same rate of interest that the Government wasnot just simply cost plus, where you bear some share
able to borrow at. The Government are able toof the risks.
borrow at that rate of interest because it is a risk free(Mr Webber) I am not a contractor, I am in eVect loan as far as the people lending money area financier. I am a financial shareholder of this concerned.Governmentwill not default on that loan.business. When people are lending to this company, they are
charging a higher rate of interest because there is a194. Maybe I should ask Mr Mitchell?
risk associated with it and the risk is that the(Mr Webber) He is a member of the management
company will not be able to repay that loan. If theappointed by the shareholders to do it, so I am the
Government lent money to that company, then wewrong person to ask.
would have to lend at a rate which also took account

195. Fair enough. You deal with the money and he of the fact that the companymay not be able to repay
deals with the hard questions. the loan because they may fall flat on their face in
(Mr Webber) I raise the money to invest in these doing the construction work.

projects and he looks after my interests and the 202. With respect, that is a statement of thecustomer service. Treasury view. It is up to politicians to decide
whether or not that remains the Treasury view, is it196. Having made Mr Webber and his colleagues
not really?redundant and you able to get the money necessary
(MrGlicksman) It would not be value formoney tofrom somewhere else at a cheaper rate, would that

the taxpayer to lend —necessarily have imperilled the commercial running,
the eYcient running, the managerial disciplines that 203. It is a political decision, is it not really, for us
you and your colleagues were operating here? to take?
(Mr Mitchell) If one could have maintained the (Mr Glicksman) It is a value for money decision

disciplines as are generated through the PFI process, and one has to assess the likely cost to the taxpayer
then where the money came from as far as the in the light of the returns.
contractor was concerned, does not make that much

204. May I turn to the point about the 4,000 or sodiVerence.
civil servants whom you require to be in London? I

197. Speaking of yourself as the person who is understand the point about the need to be near to
responsible for this, could you just clarify for me Downing Street and the need to be serving the Chiefs
what diVerence it makes to your job on a day to day of StaV and so on.What independent assessment has
basis whether or not you have the discipline of having been made of the need for there to be as many as
raised private money as distinct from having money 4,000?
at a much cheaper rate from the public sector. (Sir Kevin Tebbit) It is 4,300 total; one quarter of
(Mr Mitchell) The source of money makes no those will be military oYcers and three quarters civil

servants. It is an integrated headquarters. ThediVerence to what I do every day.
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judgements about how many we need in Head OYce company is then factored into the cost of capital, so

we pay for all that risk. So we are already paying forare taken ultimately by me, using my management
and organisation teams, looking at how we deliver all that risk, are we not? In the case where we

provided cheaper finance, we would still have in anoutputs, howwe run ourselves.We have been coming
down pretty swiftly from a much higher figure. insurance in the sense of that amount of value to

cover that risk, would we not?205. You have PricewaterhouseCoopers and other
(MrGlicksman) In the long run those two ought toaccountants and advisers. Has anybody else

work out the same because that is why the marketexternally ever examined the conclusions you have
values it at a certain rate.come to?

(Sir Kevin Tebbit) We do all the time look at our
numbers and our processes. We usually do it in terms Mr Steinberg
of outputs; 4,300 is an input figure and is not the best

210. If he goes bankrupt tomorrow, who bales theway of measuring it.
project out anyway?

206. I asked whether anyone external had looked (Sir Kevin Tebbit) The banks. That is one of theat this. reasons why the rate is the level it is. From the point
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes. We have used and I have of view of the Ministry of Defence, I simply have to

used over the last four years a number of diVerent say that we had no choice in the matter. We have to
consultants and advisers in reprocessing various bits apply the rules. If I had a lower unitary payment to
of the organisation, McKinsey for example when we make each year as a result of this, there would still be
were sorting out some of this. a higher risk of a default and somebody else would
207. Has anybody looked at the whole thing? have to pay the diVerence, which would be the
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) No, because that would not be taxpayer.

an appropriate way of looking at it.

Chairman
Geraint Davies 211. Mr Bacon wants to ask whether the loan is

208. I just want to pursue Mr Davidson’s point guaranteed by the Government.
about risk management for a moment. The accepted (Sir Kevin Tebbit) No. This is risk transfer.
wisdom on PFI is obviously that we transfer risk and
therefore that risk is taken by the private sector and

Geraint Daviesthey pay for it and we pay a higher amount of money
and if things gowrong, they pay. This situation is still 212. You have these 4,300 people in London, you
slightly confusing. Mr Mitchell seemed to be saying mentioned that one quarter are military. Was there a
that if he were given the money at a cheaper rate he serious proposal to move the vast majority of these
could add the same business value. The issue for the people to a cheaper location?
Treasury would be in the PFI situation that we have (Sir Kevin Tebbit) In the mid 1990s we did look at
a situation where we are paying a lot more money that and found that was not the most cost eVective
because Mr Webber has to borrow at a greater level thing to do. If I find it to be cost eVective to get the
and in the case where we borrow the money non-headquarters people who are in London out of
obviously we would be paying less and the diVerence London, then I will do it. At the moment the deal we
between those two amounts would be a saving. I am have on St George’s Court is cheaper. That would
just wondering whether the Treasury could say why certainly be a chunk of staV we would move out if it
it is not the case that we are committed in these PFIs becomes cost eVective.
to spend a certain amount of money, say over 20

213. You could move them out and sub-let theyears, and that is our commitment. We agree to do
building, could you not?that and we bank that as the amount ofmoney we are
(Sir Kevin Tebbit) Yes; we would get rid of it, wewilling to risk and against that we have the smaller

lease it.amount of money, the residue, as some contingency,
Chairman: That concludes our business. May Iwould that not be a better way of managing things?

thank you and Mr Webber and your colleagues for(Mr Glicksman) The diVerence between those two
coming this afternoon? I can understand some of theamounts is the risk that this company will not be able
frustration felt this afternoon because, as Mr Jonesto perform in the way that it is planning to do, that
quoted from the contents page, “The deal givesif the costs overrun or the time overruns, the project
MODwhat it set out to procure”, “After an eVectiveturns out unsuccessful and it is unable to repay its
procurement the benefits of this deal will be similar inloan. That is the reason why there is a higher rate
cost to the forecast cost of conventionalbeing charged to that company for these loans than
procurement; other factors tipped the balance inthe market is charging the Government for its loans.
favour of PFI”. I am sure youwill understand thatweFor the taxpayer to lend money to the company at a
have to investigate these matters and no doubt werate which did not take account of that would not be
shall return to them in our Report. Thank you veryvalue for money to the taxpayer. It would be risking
much for coming. I know youwanted to get away fornot getting its money back. The proposal you are
a royal occasion by six thirty. We do not want thesuggesting would pass further risks back to the
PAC being accused of keeping you from a royaltaxpayer.
occasion, so we shall let you go now. Order, order.

209. Yes. I suppose it is swings and roundabouts.
What we are saying in the current case is that the risk
which is judged by the market to be inherent in the
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APPENDIX 1

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the National Audit OYce

1. At the Evidence Session on 26 June 2002, the C&AG agreed that the NAO would submit to the
Committee a note on two matters:

(a) an analysis of the increased financing costs of £60 million which had occurred between the selection
of Modus as preferred bidder and financial close of the deal;

(b) an estimate of how the costs of the deal would have changed had it been possible to finance it at a
cost of capital in line with public sector borrowing costs.

Increase in Costs of Finance

2. Table 1 shows how the component costs of the deal changed between preferred bidder stage and
financial close. It is clear that £54 million, that is almost all, of the £60 million increase was due to increases
in the net discounted cost of debt finance.

Table 1: How the Costs have Changed

Cost at selection Cost at Change in
of preferred bidder financial close financing costs Increase

(£ million) (£ million) (£ million) (£ million)

Project capital and operating costs 665 704 39
Financing costs
—Equity 29 32 3
—Debt "63 "9 54
—Cash 16 19 3
Total change in financing costs 60

Total 647 746 99

3. In costing projects that involve expenditure spread over many years, it is standard practice to use a
technique known as discounted cash flow analysis. This technique puts costs or revenues arising in future years
on a common basis that takes account of the time value of money (that is the fact that £100 available for
spending today is more valuable than £100 made available in one year’s time). Accordingly, all the costs
shown in Table 1 have been discounted in accordance with the principles laid down by the Treasury for use
in public sector projects.

4. When discounted cash flow analysis is used, attention needs to be paid to the discount rate. The discount
rate is supposed to be a measure of the time value of money and is akin to a rate of interest. During the
negotiation of the PFI deal for Main Building the standard discount rate prescribed by the Treasury was 6%
per annum in real terms.

5. Because the costings in Table 1 are discounted, the financing costs shown are a measure of the diVerence
between the interest rate Modus expected to pay and the Treasury discount rate. So the figure of minus £63
million at preferred bidder stage indicates that at that stage Modus was expecting to obtain debt finance at
a markedly lower cost than 6% in real terms; and the figure of minus £9 million at financial close indicates
that at that stage the cost of debt finance was only slightly lower than the 6% rate.

6. We have examined why the cost of debt finance changed from minus £63 million to minus £9 million—
an increase of £54 million. There are three factors:

(a) £27 million from an increase in long term borrowing rates;

(b) £25 million from a decrease in short term lending rates

(c) £2 million arising from additional capital works to be financed.

Increase in Long Term Borrowing Rates

7. The increase in the long term borrowing rates secured by Modus had two causes. One was generally
increasing costs on long term borrowing in the financial markets. The other was MOD’s decision to fund the
deal using bank finance as opposed to bond finance. Long term borrowing in the bank financing markets
became more expensive relative to that in the bond markets during the preferred bidder stage.
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Decrease in Short Term Interest Rates

8. The increased cost of long term borrowing was exacerbated by a reduction in the short term interest
rates thatModus could obtain on their cash deposits. In a bond-financed PFI project, funds are drawn down
at the beginning of the deal and placed on deposit until they are required. These funds earn interest whilst on
deposit. As short term interest rates decreased during the preferred bidder stage, and since MOD eventually
chose bank finance, the benefit of funds on deposit in the project was greatly reduced, and consequently
resulted in a higher financing cost.

Additional Funding Requirements

9. During the preferred bidder stage the capital costs of the project increased due to additional works
identified in the detailed surveys. These additional works produced the need for a higher funding requirement,
which in turn led to a higher overall financing cost.

Impact of Public Sector Financing Costs on the Cost of the Deal

10. The case for PFI rests on the benefits of the PFI approach outweighing the extra financing costs
involved. The Committee were therefore interested in quantifying the extra costs in this deal arising from the
use of private sector finance.

11. This calculation is not at all straightforward because the timing of the expenditure planned by Modus
is likely to have taken into account the costs and nature of the external finance with which Modus would
finance it. So, had Modus had access to debt at public sector borrowing rates, it is likely that the pattern of
expenditure would have diVered.

12. Subject to that very important reservation, some indication of the impact of private sector financing
costs on the cost of the deal to MOD can be given by examining how the total cost of the deal is made up
when discounted at a rate reflecting public sector borrowing costs. As pointed out above, in a discounted cash
flow analysis the figures for financing costs reflect the diVerence between the costs of finance (in this case
private sector finance) and the discount rate (public sector finance). Unfortunately the Treasury’s standard
discount rate on which Table 1 is based is not a good measure of public sector financing costs because the
standard discount rate was set when public sector borrowing costs were much higher than they are now. That
means that to make a fair comparison of public and private sector financing costs it is necessary to use a
discount rate that is lower than the Treasury’s standard discount rate of 6% in real terms: a discount rate of
3.5% is justified.

13. Table 2 shows the way the total costs of the deal are made up at the 3.5% discount rate. The total cost of the
deal discounted at 3.5% includes some £160 million of financing costs relative to the 3.5% discount rate. The figure
of £160 million is therefore an estimate of the impact of private sector financing costs on the price of the deal.

14. BecauseModus may pay tax on profits arising from the deal, the net cost of the deal to the Exchequer
could be less than £160 million. Table 2 suggests that the value to the Exchequer of tax revenues would
amount to some £50million (shown as £53million in the Table). That figure is subject to some very important
provisos: first that the deal generates profits to the extent assumed by Modus; and, secondly, that Modus
actually pays the tax on those profits. The former would obviously depend uponModus’s success inmanaging
the risks to which it is exposed. The latter would depend upon the scope for Modus and its shareholders to
mitigate their overall tax liabilities. There would also be tax revenues to the Exchequer arising from the
interest payments on public borrowing. Subject to those provisos, then, the extra cost to the Exchequer of
private financing would be likely to be in the range of £110 to £160 million.

Table 2: The Impact on the Deal of Using Public Sector Funding

Components of net present cost of the deal using
a 3.5% discount rate

PFI deal
(£ million)

Project costs 897
Less Tax "53
Equity(1) 67
Debt 78
Cash 15
Total financing costs relative to 3.5% discount rate 160

Total Discounted Unitary Charge 1,004

Note 1: Equity includes all equity and subordinated debt.
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Annex A

1. The Ministry of Defence have submitted a Note to the Committee that quotes a financing cost of £185
million. This amount is calculated by treating separately the eVects on the cost of the project of draw-down
and repayments of principal. It is wholly consistent with Table 1, as shown in the reconciliation below.

Financing Costs Split Between Payments to Funders and Capital Movements

Cost at financial close
(£ million)

Project capital and operating costs 704
Financing costs(1)

—Interest and Dividends 185
—Drawdown and repayment of principal "143

42

Total 746

Note 1: Interest and Dividends reflect the equity return and the interest cost that Modus pay to their third party funders. Draw
down and repayment of principal relates to capital movements and reflects the benefit of funding being received at the start of
the project but not being repaid until the end of it.

2. The figures shown in Table 2 are calculated, as explained in the Note, using a discount rate of 3.5%. As
a result the total net present cost of the project appears to diVer from the figure of £746million in the C&AG’s
Report and in Table 1. For comparison, the table below analyses the component costs of the PFI deal using
both discount rates.

Comparison of the Deal at Different Discount Rates

Using a 6% Using a 3.5%
discount rate discount rate

PFI deal PFI deal
(£ million) (£ million)

Project costs 734 897
Less Tax "30 "53
Equity(1) 32 67
Debt "9 78
Cash 19 15
Total financing costs relative to 160
3.5% discount rate

Total Discounted Unitary Charge 746 1,004

Note 1: Equity includes all equity and subordinated debt.
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